
About the Oregon Friends of C.G. Jung Fall 2016 Presenters

The visionary Swiss psychiatrist Carl Gustav Jung
(1875-1961) was a pioneer in depth psychology who
remains a source of inspiration and enlightenment for
those who are open to the wisdom, creativity, and
 healing potential of the psyche. Oregon Friends of C.G.
Jung offers lectures and workshops in which Jungian
ideas are explored in depth. 

Jung suggested that the psyche unfolds toward
 wholeness over the course of a lifetime, and our public
programs are  presented in the spirit of realizing this
 possibility at both the personal and collective levels –
through a  community of understanding. Those who attend
our lectures and workshops seek to enlarge and  deepen
their understanding of life’s challenges and stages with
the expectation that this inner work confers an abiding
sense of shared meaning and purpose.

Since 1974, our volunteer organization has offered
programs by leading Jungian analysts and scholars from
around the world who bring their insightful and
 innovative perspectives to our community in Portland. Our
members and our audience-at-large span all walks of life
and all levels of familiarity with Jungian  psychology. 

In addition to our annual program season, we offer an
extensive library of books, journals, and recordings of
our speakers. We invite you to attend our events and
become engaged with a  community of individuals who
are devoted to cultivating the inner life.

OFCGJ Board of Directors
Rick Brodner, Jelly Helm, Eileen Masover, 
Gael Nance, Jolinda Osborne, Leonora Perron, 
Cleo Reilly, Roger Smith, Nancy Winklesky

For More Information
Write to us at info@ofj.org or leave a message at  
503-223-3080.

One of our volunteers will get back to you as soon as
possible. You can also learn more about us and our
 programs, and search our library catalog, at our  
website: www.ofj.org.

Lionel Corbett, MD, trained in medicine and psychiatry in
England and as a Jungian Analyst at the C.G. Jung Institute of
Chicago. His primary interests are: the religious function of the
 psyche, especially the way in which personal religious experience is
relevant to individual psychology; the development of psychotherapy
as a spiritual practice; and the interface of Jungian psychology and
contemporary psychoanalytic thought. Dr. Corbett is a professor of
depth psychology at Pacifica Graduate Institute, in Santa Barbara,
California, where he teaches depth psychology. He is the author of
numerous professional papers and four books: Psyche and the
Sacred; The Religious Function of the Psyche; The Sacred Cauldron:
Psychotherapy as a Spiritual Practice, and most recently The Soul in
Anguish: Psychotherapeutic Approaches to Suffering. He is the 
   co-editor of: Psyche’s Stories; Jung and Aging; Depth Psychology,
Meditations in the Field; and Psychology at the Threshold.

Richard Tarnas, PhD, is a professor of philosophy and cultural
history at the California Institute of Integral Studies in San Francisco,
where he founded the graduate program in Philosophy, Cosmology,
and Consciousness. He also teaches archetypal studies and depth
psychology at Pacifica Graduate Institute in Santa Barbara. He is the
author of The Passion of the Western Mind, a history of the Western
world view used in many universities, and Cosmos and Psyche:
Intimations of a New World View, which will be the basis for the
upcoming documentary, Changing of the Gods, narrated by John
Cleese. Richard Tarnas frequently lectures abroad as well as at
 various Jung institutes and societies throughout the U.S., and served
for many years on the Board of Governors of the C. G. Jung Institute
of San Francisco. 

Donald Kalsched, PhD, is a Jungian analyst and clinical
 psychologist who practices in Santa Fe, New Mexico. He is a
 member of the C. G. Jung Institute of Santa Fe, a senior faculty
 member and supervisor with the Inter-Regional Society of Jungian
Analysts and lectures nationally and internationally on the subject of
trauma and its treatment. His celebrated book The Inner World of
Trauma: Archetypal Defenses of the Personal Spirit (Routledge 1996)
explores the interface between contemporary psychoanalytic theory
and Jungian thought as it relates to practical clinical work with the
 survivors of early childhood trauma. His new book, Trauma and the
Soul: A Psycho-spiritual Approach to Human Development and its
Interruption (Routledge, 2013) explores the “spiritual” dimensions of
clinical work with trauma-survivors. He and his wife Robin live in
Santa Fe, during the winter, and summer in Newfoundland, Canada. 

Jutta von Buchholtz, PhD, is a Zürich-trained Jungian
Analyst. She is also an L.P.C. and has a private practice in
Birmingham, Alabama. Her Ph.D. in medieval literature from
Vanderbilt University is particularly helpful as she applies it to her
Jungian understanding of myths, legends and fairy tales in her work
with clients. Dr. Von Buchholtz is part of the core faculty of both the
New Orleans and Memphis-Atlanta IRSJA training seminars. She
gives lectures, conducts retreats and workshops in the U.S.A. and
occasionally at ISAP in Zürich.

For information about our upcoming presenters, visit www.ofj.org

SEPTEMBER 23-24
THE SOUL IN ANGUISH: DEPTH PSYCHOLOGICAL

APPROACHES TO SUFFERING 

OCTOBER 14-15
THE GODS AT PLAY: ARCHETYPAL POWERS 

AND PATTERNS IN THE ARTS

NOVEMBER 11-12
HEALING TRAUMA: THE LOST AND RECOVERED

SOUL IN DEPTH PSYCHOTHERAPY

DECEMBER 2-3
THE ARCHETYPE OF THE FOREIGNER:

FEARED OR EMBRACED?

LECTURE & WORKSHOP SERIES
FALL 2016
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Membership & Workshop Registration

SEPTEMBER 2016
The Soul in Anguish: Depth 
Psychological Approaches to Suffering
Lionel Corbett, MD

Lecture: When suffering strikes us, it is helpful 
to find a framework through which we may
 understand it. Traditional religions and
 diagnostic– oriented psychologies offer
 explanations and  reasons for suffering, and we
will consider some, but depth psychology has
unique approaches. This lecture will describe
some ways to search for  meaning in suffering,
and consider it as an  experience of liminality and
initiation into a new level of consciousness. We
will discuss an approach to suffering based on
radical  acceptance.

Workshop: Painful states of mind such as hatred,
envy, alienation, cruelty, scapegoating, and
 loneliness, also produce suffering. We will
describe some of the developmental sources of
these  complexes, their effects on the personality,
and some of the ways in which they may be
approached in psychotherapy. We will contrast
these states of mind with the psychology and
 psychodynamics of altruism, empathy,
 compassion, concern, care,  consolation, and pity,
exploring the similarities and differences between
these states. Finally, we will  discuss ways to help
the helper, who may suffer from burnout and
compassion fatigue. 

The Gods at Play: Archetypal Powers
and Patterns in the Arts
Richard Tarnas, PhD

Lecture & Workshop: As ancient poets and
 modern depth psychologists have long
 recognized, the arts  represent an especially vivid
expression of the archetypes that inform and
inspire the human  psyche. The aim of this
 weekend’s program is to provide a rewarding
interplay of instruction and entertainment, each
enhancing and illuminating the other. By
 engaging all the human sensibilities with what
Hillman calls an “archetypal eye,” we’ll focus
especially on major examples from music and
 comedy. Our approach will be facilitated by the
combined lenses of depth psychology and
 archetypal astrology, which permit an
 extraordinarily precise focus on the specific
 archetypal complexes most prominently at work
in a given individual, work of art, or cultural era.

Lecture: Nov. 11
7:30 – 9:30 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

Workshop: Nov. 12
10 am – 3 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland 

DECEMBER 2016
Lecture: Dec. 2

7:30 – 9:30 pm
Unity Church

of Portland
4525 SE Stark

Portland

Workshop: Dec. 3
10 am − 3 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

NOVEMBER 2016
Healing Trauma: The Lost and
Recovered Soul in Depth Psychotherapy 
Donald Kalsched, PhD

Lecture: In this slide-illustrated lecture, Dr.
Kalsched will describe a series of dramatic
moments in the psychotherapy of trauma
 survivors where a breakthrough occurred in 
the client’s access to dissociated feelings,
 opening opportunities for creativity and
 relatedness. These moments were accompanied
by vivid dreams in which a lost or abandoned
“child” appeared – often menaced by the
 psyche’s repressive powers. Parallels will be
shown between these dreams and those ancient
myths that describe the birth and trials of the
archetypal Hero who always carries a dual
 destiny – part human, part divine, and whose
“purpose” is to renew the community.

Workshop: Trauma survivors often report that
their lives are a “living Hell.” Dr. Kalsched,
draws on Dante’s Inferno to illustrate how depth
psychotherapy, in conjunction with affective
neuro-science and the findings of attachment
theory and relational theory, all lead toward
answers to the central question posed by both
the clinical and literary material, vis.How can
the  otherwise sealed crypt of Hell be opened
and its occupants liberated?     

The Archetype of the Foreigner – 
Feared or Embraced?
Jutta von Buchholtz, PhD
Lecture: The immigration crisis points to
 burning humanitarian issues. Foreigners, 
walls, outsiders and disturbing changes are
 accompanying the powerful emergence of the
archetype of the Foreigner in our nation, as 
well as globally. How are we to understand 
the  constellation of the foreigner in our midst?
When do we roll out the welcome mat and
when do we bar the doors, culturally as well 
as inner-psychically? A wide selection of 
images will guide us in our exploration.  

Workshop: We will continue circumambulating
the topic by adding fairy tales, myths and
 additional images to help foster increased
awareness of the shadowy Other and the
changes this archetype can bring. Participants
will engage with either a myth or a fairy tale 
in order to deeply connect with the ambivalent
archetype of the Foreigner within and without,
as friend or foe.

Benefits of Membership
Please Note! Our membership year is now July 1 – June 30th.
All current members please note that your card is still valid
through September.
* Free or special-price admission to all Friday evening lectures 

by internationally recognized Jungians.
* Invitation to members-only Lighted-hearted Event in Spring.
* Reduced registrations fees and early-bird discounts for 

Saturday workshops led by our guest speakers.
* Borrowing privileges from our extensive library.
* Membership reciprocity with the Seattle CG Jung Society and 

Eugene Friends of Jung. Please show membership card at 
the door.

Annual Light-hearted Event
Members and their guests are invited to our annual meeting 
and Light-hearted Event at the end of the Spring season. 
Please check our website for details.

The Fae Dougan Library
We have an outstanding collection of books and other 
Jungian materials, including recordings of past programs,
Jungian  journals, and the latest books by our recent speakers.
While checkout privileges are limited to OFJ members, the
 general  public is welcome to use the library when it is open
(Saturdays, 12 to 3 pm, except program and holiday weekends). 
811 NW 20th Avenue (at Johnson Street), Portland.

Volunteering
OFJ relies on the help of volunteers to bring you these wonderful
programs. As a thank you, volunteers receive scrip to use toward
entry to the Saturday workshops. You must be a member in
order to volunteer. If you are interested, contact us 
at volunteers@ofj.org.

Please sign up at our NEW website…
...to pay for memberships, lectures and workshops using PayPal,
to receive monthly email reminders, and to help us by keeping 
your contact information current. Go to www.ofj.org, and select
Create a New Account under Join Us.

“Like” us on Facebook
Look for Oregon Friends of C.G. Jung

Donations
Oregon Friends of C. G. Jung is a 501c3 non-profit 
educational organization. All contributions are tax-deductible
and greatly appreciated.

Scholarships
A limited number of scholarships are available for workshops.
Please write to us at info@ofj.org or call us at 503-223-3080 
to apply for a scholarship. 

Lecture: Sept. 23
7:30 – 9:30 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

Workshop: Sept. 24
10 am – 3 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

OCTOBER 2016
Lecture: Oct. 14
7:30 – 9:30 pm

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

Workshop: Oct. 15
10 am − 3 pm  

Unity Church
of Portland

4525 SE Stark
Portland

Oregon Friends of C.G. Jung: Fall 2016 Program    

Membership: 7/1/16 – 6/30/17                  .....$75 ____
Young Adult*: (with valid ID)                     ..........$35 ____
Sustaining Membership: (starts at $100) ..............$_______
Lectures: public $20 at the door; members free
Non-member Young Adults* $10 (with valid ID)
WORKSHOPS

LIONEL CORBETT
• Member............................................................$75____
• Young Adult* Member .......................................$45____
*Members Early-bird discount postmarked by 9/16 ....-$10____

• General Public ..................................................$90____
• Young Adult*.....................................................$55____

RICHARD TARNAS
• Member............................................................$75____
• Young Adult* Member .......................................$45____
*Members Early-bird discount postmarked by 10/7......-$10____

• General Public ..................................................$90____
• Young Adult*.....................................................$55____

DONALD KALSCHED
• Member............................................................$75____
• Young Adult* Member .......................................$45____
*Members Early-bird discount postmarked by 11/4 ....-$10____

• General Public ..................................................$90____
• Young Adult*.....................................................$55____

JUTTA VON BUCHHOLTZ
• Member............................................................$75____
• Young Adult* Member .......................................$45____
*Members Early-bird discount postmarked by 11/25 ..-$10_____

• General Public ..................................................$90____
• Young Adult*.....................................................$55____

Tax deductible contributions are gratefully accepted.......$_____
* Young Adults rates are offered to those under 30. 
Send photo copy of valid ID with registration.
Name__________________________________________
Street__________________________________________
City/State/Zip___________________________________
Email (Please print)_______________________________
Phone__________________________________________
We encourage payment with PayPal through our website. Mail
 completed form with a check payable to: Oregon Friends of C.G.
Jung, 811 NW 20th Avenue, Portland, OR 97209. Debit/credit
cards/checks/cash are accepted at events.
• Confirmations for workshop registration WILL NOT be mailed.
• Written request for refunds will be honored if received one week 

prior to the event, less $15 for handling.
• Continuing Education Credit is available from NASW. Lecture: $5, 

Workshop: $10, Lecture & Workshop: $10. Sign up at the event.
• Lecture tickets may now be purchased online. 
• Members (except for Young Adult) paying online with PayPal will 

receive an early bird discount on workshops. 
Bring a lunch for the 45-minute on-site workshop break. For directions and a full description of these programs, visit www.ofj.org


